
Dear , obert, 	 2/23/91 

I'm into some .iriting for the first time in years and I'm forgetting nom .ith 

ay mind on it but I believe that I wrote Steno before getting the address from you, at 

Camelot Productions, which is the correctaddreas in one of the enclosures I'm very glad 

to have an part of the historical record. Thanks again. 

You misunderstood what I wroteor I was not clear but the one thing a  believe is 

as close to impossible in doing an ax-job on Garrison. What he did was irresponsible, 

and he did more harm to the critinm than will be overlookd for generations. 

His booki that from all accounts is basic in +J script is a work of hishonest 

fiction posing as non-fiction. 

Making an kind of hero of him is a travesty. 

12 did not expect any response from kinnd I've gotten none. But because my 
letter was not returned I'm sure it reached Camelot. Perhaps it was then withheld, but 

my purpose wan to inform him, although with what he60 alreadyagvMarlitaid/I did not 
expect him to welcome it, and to make a redord for history. 

I've been interruoted and I'm sorry if this is disjointed.. But I emphnnise, and 

please believe me, "arrison was an attractive and um:orupulous charlatan. 

I was involved in a number of the incidents he is so dishonest about in his 

self-glorification and I was all of some and I'm not mentioned. He givns grossly false 
account of them. One that had to involve the FBI I have the FBI records on entabliling 

this. 

Before I forget, one od the stottes identified Andrea Jaffe 	Stone's publicist. 

I'm curious to Intow if ahe is related to, perhaps married to, Steve Jaffe, who vas ma-

ved with Garrison via Mark Lane. Steve was involved in th. fake French intelligence book 

planted on Garrison. And devoted to him when a student in making films in A. 
I is sad about Grtz &tone wick he'n actualiy sonemn:L:nished core than anyone could 

expect to be able to do. I'd been encouraging him to get back on his doctorate and as of 

out last conversation he indicated that he'd think about it &WI might. 

Thanks again and best wishes, 
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